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ABSTRACT. Rac«trt reiuht on we»k Intenetloni trom «xp«rixn0nti »i th« PETRA c+1~ itorift "n*
»r« preMntod. Th«y include th« d«t«rminBtion of the w«ak neutr*! t o upiin (t in the purely leptonk
retrtlont «+€~ —»«"*"»", c+«~ —* t*+ft~ »nd f+*~ -* r+r~ »nd In th« productlon of h«»ry cbkirn wid
bottom quarki «4 * — « e r mnd «+ «"' — * i. The w«ak ch»ff*d currant u teit«d in r decayi, w h«r* n«w
dfttft on iemih»dronir br»nr t i in j rmtioi tnd B n«w Hfsttme meftflurament ll reported, »nd in wmileptoaie
d«eftyi of chftrm »nd bottom qumrki.

1. Introductlon.

e+e~ «tora^r ringa offer a unique ponibillty to «tudy the weak interactions of leptona mnd
qnarki. Teir production is dominatvd by the electromagnetic interacüon, however, at PETRA
/ PEP energiea the interference between the electromagnetic (photon exchange) and the weak
(Z° exchange) amplitndes leads to measurable effects. Weak neutral current coaplings can be
meaiured in pnrely leptonic reactiona, which may be compared with reralts from i/c icattering
experimentd at low space like momentum tran§fer, and for the abundantly produced heavy chann
and bottom quarks via the reaction e+ e~ —* qq —* Hadrong. The dynamici of th« weak cnrrent
can be can be atudled via the decayfl of e. g. r leptons and charm and bottom quarks.

The znain ?oal is to provide further testa of the «tandard theory of Glashow, Wfbiberg and
Salam1) (GWS), complementing neutrino electron and lepton nucleon acattering experimenta3)
and the recent discoveries of th« W and Z boaontt '.

In thia talk recent reaults will be reported on

• electroweak interference in the leptonic reacttona c+e~ -* c+e~, c+e~ —* n*p~ and
e+e~ —» T+T~,

• production and decays of heavy quarka e*t~ —«• c c and e+e~ —* b £ ,

• charged currents in r decaya: new branching ratlos and a lifetime measurement.

The data eome from the PETRA experiments Cello, Jade, Mark J, Pluto and Taaao. Most
d»ta (-- 70p6~' per experiment) have been accumulated at an average cm energy of34.fi GeV.
Some recent re<ults (-- 12 p6~ ] per experimfnt)from an energy scan between 40 and 46 GeV
are included. In the near futare imirh more data from PETRA mnning at the higheat energy
of ^-4.'i GeV will be expected.

3. Nftutral Current Fbrmallim.

The differential cross iection for the production of a fermion antifermion pair c+«~ —» / /
(with f = /i, r o r q ; i f f = e thf t-channel diagrama have to be inclnded) ia given by4'

- -{Fi (•)(!+ cosal?)+ 2 F,(.) co.ö} . (1)

t»lk fiv»n at th« Sympoilum on H\fh Enarfy «+ «* Int«r»etloni, V»nd«rbitt UnlveriityJVwhYill*, April
ft - 7, 1084



H«re ifi = W is the center of inasa energy and 8 ia the polar acattering angle measured between
the incoming and the outgoing parücle. The coefficienta

/*,(.) - Qj - 2g, Re(X) & ffy + |x|8 (ff? +ff{?)(tf + *£') (2a)

ffv

are given in SU(2)/,xU(l) modela in terms of the fermion charge <3/, the weak vector coupling
9v = ^SL — 2 Qf sin 6w , the weak axial vector coupling g^ = /gj, (//, = £ being the left
handed weak isospin) and a Z° propagator including the overall weak neutral current strength
sn3

4 sin 6w cos3 BW g ~ mz '
ft f — r-, m * B

(3b)
TT a

m^ and T are the maag and width of the Z° boson, G/- = 1.166 • 10 6 GcV 3 is the Fenni
constant. Eq. (3b) is derived from eq. (3a) by relating the strength of the neutral current and
the charged current through

'

In the GWS theory with one Higgs doublet we have p = l and are left with the only free param-
eter sin 8w . Taking sin3 dyv = 0.228 ± 0.010 from neutrino nucleon acattering experiments13)
(neglecting radiative corrections) the coupling constants of the Standard theory are aummarised
in Table 1.

Table 1. Electroweak coupling constanta for fermions in the Standard theory

fermion

leptons e~, j t~ , r~
quarks u , c

quarks d , s , b

Qf
-i
+f

i
3

9A 9v

£ 2

+j +j- f sin tfv
-J-+|sinaÖ lv

* /^!-** - > n oool^y ISUl Pf^ ^ U.Jiol

-0.044
+0.196
-0.348

The total cross section normalised to the pointlike QED cross section apt = 4^Q3/3» is
given by

. (5)

It is aensitive to the vector couplings, but sine« gy ~ 0 no appreciable interference efFect ia
measurable. For fi pair production the increase between 34.5 GeV and 45 GeV is Aflpp = 1.4%.
For hadron production eq. (5) haa to be multiplied by a colour factor of 3 and QCD terma
(l + otf/x + . . .) ~ 1.05 . The net increase due to electroweak interference is A-R^atf — 5.6%
from 34.5 GeV to 45 GeV, a number cornparable to the typical experimental uncertainties. The
measurements only allow to restrict the ränge of sin3 &w> e-g- sin3 &w =0.27 ±0.06 (Jade6 ').

The forward-backward asymmetry in the interference region is defined by

A_ _XF-NB_3F8_.3g'Ag'A , }

AU NF+NB ~ 4 F , ~ 2 Qf H£M>



where N/- is the number of forward going (cos0 > 0) and NB is the number of backward going
(cos 6 < 0) fennions. It measurcs the axial vector couplinjts of the fcrmions and is considerablv
larger for quarka than for Irptons. This asymmetry U subatantial, in partienlar at the highest
PETRA enerpcs. The predicted valu«s are 4p ,r(34.5 GeV) = -9.3% and v4^,r(45 GeV) =
-17.8% for lept.on produrtion, Aw(34.5 GeV) = -14% and Att(4ö GeV) » -27% for np typ«
quarks and Xrf|34.5 GeV) = -28% and ̂ (45 GeV) = -39% for down type quarks.

S. Electroweak interference in leptonic reactions.

8.1. «-

Bhabha scattering e+c+ + has been studied by the PETRA experiments6' with high
statistics at ifi ^ 34.5 GeV and with moderate statistics at ifi ==: 42.5 GeV. The differential crosa
section corrected for order o3 QED radiative effecta7' and nonnaliaed to the QED prediction is
shown for the Tasso rxperiment in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1. The differential cross section normalised to the QED predic-
e+e- at a) ifi = 34.5 GeV and b) ^fä =

The curves are fits to the Standard theory with
tion for the reaction e
42.3 GeV from Tasso.
sin2 Ow = 0.26.

+

The data are well described by QED. They are also compatible with the Standard theory
prediction. Due to the large t-channel contribution, however, electroweak effects are swamped
even in the backward hemisphere, where the sensitivity is Btill limited by statiatics. Consequentby
the electroweak coupling constants are poorly determined, e.g. Tasso finds g^ = —0.15 i 0.14
and ge^ = 0.01 ± 0.16 or sin3 &w = 0.2815; U • More Preise data is needed to establish
electroweak effects in the Bhabha scattering.

S.3. and r^r

From the discussion in sec. 2 it follows that the most sensitive electroweak effect in lepton
pair production appears in the forward-backward asymmetry, The measured differential cross
sections8'1 9^ for e+e~ —* ft~*~f*~ and e+c~ —* T+T~ are displayed in Figs. 2 and 3. The asym-
metries, derived from a fit to the angular distributiona using eqa. (l) and (6) and extrapolating
the polar angle to —l < cos 6 < +1 , are summarised in Tables 2 and 3. All data are corrected
for order ö3 QED radiative effects on 7 exchange diagrams10).

The PETRA experiments on n pair production show individually a clear deviation from
QED at ^=34.5 GeV. The combined asymmetry of AP>J (34.5GeV) = (-10.8±l.l)%represents
a 9.8 Standard deviation effect. At higher energies the magnitude of the (still preliminary)



asymmetry increases with s äs expected to Aplt(41AGtV) = (-14.7 ± 3.1)%, being a 4.7 st.
dev. effect.
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Fignre 2. The differential cross section for the reaction e+e —»/j+^i at a) ^/7 = 34.5 GeV
and b) y-7 = 41.6 GeK for PETRA experiments. The curvea show fits to the reapectiv« predic-
tions of pure QED and the electroweak theory.



r decaya are more dill icult to analyse, since not all drcay channels can be used and the back*
ground la more aevere. Syatematic uncertainties are largcr and statistics a« lower. Th« com-
bined data on T pair asymmetries, dominated by the Jade measurement, gives Arr(Z4,6GcV) =
(—7.6 ± 1.9)% and constitntes the first observation of a significant electroweak interference (4
st. dev.) in the heavy lepton sector. The observed asymmetries of all experiments except Ceflo
aeem to be slJghtly amaller in magnitude than those for the p pairs. However, no eonclusion can
be drawn on the present statistical basia.
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Figur« 3. The differential cross section
for the reaction c+c+ ~ + ~r r at
34.5 GeV for PETRA experiments. The
curves show fits to the respective predic-
tions of pure QED and the electroweak the-
ory.
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Table 2. Results on the asymmetry

Experiment \fä (GeV} N,

Cello

Jade
Mark J
Pluto
Tasao

combined

Cello
Jade
Mark J
Tasao

34.2
34.4
34.6
34.7
34.5

34.5

42.5
41.5
41.1
42.4

387
3400
3658
1550
2673

11668

108
444
480
174

-6.4±6.4
-11.0±1.8±
-11.7±1.7±
-12.4±3.1±
-9,1±2.3±

-10.8Ü.1

-13.4±9.4
-14.6±4.8
-15.8±5.3
-13.Ü8.8

<1
< 1
< 1
0.5

combined 41.6 1206 -14.7±3.1



Table 3. Results on the asymmetry in «+e~ —f r+r

Experiment J7 (GeV) Nrr A r r(%)

Cello
Jade
Mark J
Tasso

34.2
34.6
34.6
34.4

434
1612
860
517

-10.3±6.2
-7.6±2.7
-7.8±4.0
-5.4±4.5

combined 34.5 3432 -7.6Ü.9

3.3. Radiative Corrections.

Radiative corrections are very important for all crosa section measurements, sin« higher
order diagrams also produce a forward- backward asynunetry. We want to discuss briefly their
influence on the (t pair asymmetry measured at 34.6 GeV.

The radiative correctiong can be aplit in 3 categories:

1. QED radiative corrections to graphg involving photons, e.g. vertex corrections, vacuum
Polarisation, external bremsstrahlung, box diagrams. These contributions have been cal-
culated up to order a3, they are well understood and well tested by experimentg. All
experimentg apply these corrections, usually provided by Monte Carlo programs10'. De-
pending on experimental conditions they typically contribute to the observed asymmetry a
positve value of

2. QED radiative corrections to graphs involving Z° exchange and graphs with a photon and
the Z°. These effects have been evaluated by Monte Carlo with particular emphasis on
hard photon bremsstrahlung11'. For typical experimental selection criteria they amount to

= +0.7%.
3. Weak radiative corrections to graphg involving the Z°, W±, Higgs, etc... These corrections

depend strongly on the renormalisation scheine used. They have been calculated by many
authors13), but only recently in a form applicable to PETRA experiments.

As an illustration we give the results of the radiative corrections calculations of different
groups13' neglecting the photonic QED contributions (i.e. point l).

Brown et al. using a, sin3 QW 3nd mz äs renormalisation Parameters calculated the dia-
grams of point 3 using the results of Ref. 11) for point 2. Their result is AJfrn = -8.65%,
Ayf-corr- = -8.60% or AA;;<* = +0.05%.

Bohm and Hollik using the same renormalisation parameters perfonn the füll one loop elec-
troweak radiative corrections resulting in A^rn = —8.65%, A^ •corr- = —8.75% or
-0.10%.

:o*-

Wetzel uses Q, Gf and mz äs renormalisation constants and after füll one loop calculationa
arrives at A^rn = -9.23%, A™*'nrr- = -8.63% or AA™ak = +0.60%.

Although the net corrections are quite difFerent, the final answer, i.e. the agymmetry to be
observed in the experiments, is the same due to differences already at the Born level, eq. (6).
Thus the radiative corrections calculations seem to produce converging results, the differences
being smaller than the present statistical and systematic uncertainties. However, one has to be
aware of the renormalisation scheine used.



3.4. Conventlonal determlnatlon of leptonlc coupllng constanta.

In order to interprete the data and extract the electroweak coupling constants, the the-
oretical lepton pair asymmetry obtaincd from eqs. (5) and (3b) neglecting the Z° width is
used

3 PGF

This formulation h äs 3 independent parameterfl: p, Gf and mz* It is not very sensitive to the
axact value of mz- Assuming the Standard theory with mz = 93 GeV and applying radiative
corrections th« expected aaymmetriea are A*™?f(&4& GeV} = -8.8% and A^rsr(ilA GeV} =
—14.1%. The measured values are in good agreement with the Standard theory, although the
combined n pair resulta at 34.5 GeV are about two Standard deviations away. Eq. (7) can be
used to measure the product of the axial vector couplings g*A • g^A and g\ 9\- Th* results are
summarised in Table 4. From v e seattering, and using the e+e~~ —* i+l~ data to single out the
axial vector dominated solution, one obtains18) for the electron axial coupling g\ — 0.52±0.06,
in accord with the Standard theory prediction. Inserting £7^ — —5- one finds for the axial coupling
of the muon g^A = —0.58 ± O.OSand for the axial coupling of the tau g\ -0.44 ± 0.10. Both
values are in good agreement and of comparable quality with that obtained in neutrino electron
scattering. They confirm the Standard theory, the grouping of leptons into lefthanded weak
isospin doublets and righthanded weak isospin singlets and nicely demonstrate the concept of
e — n — T universality.

Table 4. Results on electroweak axial vector couplingg for leptons

£:'"££
combined

with geA = -0.50

SA -SA

0.295 ±0.029
0.274 ±0.060

0.289 ±0.025

gftA = -0.58 ±0.05

S A' 9 A

0.22 ±0.05

0.22 ±0.05

grA - -0.44 ±0,10

Using both Bhabha and ft pair production data a single parameter fit within the Standard
theory results in sin3 8w = 0.27 ± 0.07 (Tasso) . This value is in good agreement with sin3 ßw =
0.215±0.04±0.015 obtained in an also purely leptonic neutrino electron scattering experiment1^
at nauch lower spacelike momentum transfer,

3.5. Determbnation of sin ö^ from lepton pair asymmetry.

The theoretical asymmetry can also be written in a slightly diffrreiit, w»ya^ a«

iiii,T , . 2 „ „ ,, •
8 am Qw cos*0w ' — mz

This is the original neutral current formulation, valid in general SU(2)j,xU(l) models and free
from any assumption on the p parameter. With the SU(2)j, assignment geA = g A = gTA = — 5-
there are only two free parameters, the mass mz of the Z° and the neutral current mixing angle
sin3 &w • Eq. (8) can then be used to test the consistency with the Standard theory, wherein a
measurement of mz fixes sin 6w and vice versa. Taking radiative corrections into account the
relation isI6)

(38.65 ± 0.05) GeV . ,
mz = * — r- 3 - ̂ - -

smffw cos&w

There is a strong dependence of the asymmetry on both parameters äs illustrated in Fig. 4.
Plotted is the expected asymmetry äs function of sin dy/ with various mass values äs parameters.



If one takes mz = Ö3±2 GeV, the average of the UAl and UA2 experiments8), the aaymmetry
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-0-15

-0.20

m7 = 90 GeV- PETRA .

s.n2ew = o.i7!̂
for 90 < mz s 95 GeV

010 015 0.20 025 0.30

Figure 4. The expected asym-
metry App AS function of the weak
mixing angle at W «s 34.5 GeV with
dlfferent m z vahies äs parameters.
The PETRA results are indicated by
the horizontal band.

provides a very sensitive determination of sin3 8w. The ränge allowed by PETRA p pair resultg
for 90 < mz < 65 GeV is shown äs a shaded area and determines the neutral coupling constant
to sin3 off =0.17l5;JJ. Including the 41.6 Gev data gives sin2 0^ = Ö.17i0.03. This value has
to be compared with resultg from other experiments which clugter around sin 9W ~ 0-22. It is
lower by about two Standard deviations reflection the larger obgerved /i pair asymmetry. The T

t ' • u* - S / i _ « nT+0-10pairs, of course, are less precise yielding sin Vw — "-«'-0.07-

0>
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Figure 5. Contours of allowed regions of sin3 BW versus mz derived
•* p+p~ results obtained at PETRA and PEP. The results from

UAl and UA2 and the Standard tlirory predlction are shown äs well.



In Fig. 6 are «howu the aHowed regiona in the sin BW — ™>Z plane for the combined p
pair data from PETRA and PEP using the asymmetry äs well a» the total cross aection. Shown
äs well are the meaaurements of UA1 and UA2, which jtist touch the 9B% confidence contour.
Similarly the Standard theory prediction , eq. (9), is just comp&tible with the &+e~ —* H*ft~
resnlts. For mz — 93 ± 2 GcV th« combined fit gives sin2 $w = 0-18 i 0-02.

FinaUy in Fig. 6 is shown the available data on App äs function of the aquared center of
mass energy. A clear increaae in absolute magnitade with s is observed in accordance with the
Standard theory expectations. Comparing to poaaible propagator effects limita the Z mass to
66 < mz < 138 GcV at 95 % cJ., a value of not much interest after the Z° discovery. However
it is illustrative to aee the dependence of the expected p pair asymmetry on sin &w.
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Figure 6. The measured asymmetry in e^e —* (t+fi äs function
of the square of the c.m. energy. Data points are averages over several
experiments. The curves show the dependence on 2 values of the weak
mixing angle sin d\v .

4. Productlon and decays of hcavy quarks.

The heavy quarks charna and bottom are abundantly produced in e*e~ annihilation at a rate
of 4/11 and l/l l respectivrly. Among the main interesta are to determine their weak axial vector
conplings through the expected larg« forward-backward aiymmetries and to l«am about heavy
qnark weak decay dynamics. Lifetime measurements16' and fragmentation charactcristica1

will be di«cusaed by other apeaken to this conferrnce. With existing detectors Havonr tagging
turns out to be quite delicate. Two methods are available, either the reconstruction of meson
resonances (e.g. D**, D±t /1±) or the analysis of inclusive lepton spectra from aemileptonic
charm and bottom decays. Both methods suffer from low statistics, mainly due to the small
branching ratios involved and gever« background Problems.

4.1. D* analysis.

The ao far cleanest method of heavy flavour and in particular charm flavour tagging is to
use D*± decays. At PETRA experimenta the signals of D± and F± are highly background
contaminated and B mesons for bottom tag have not yet been found.



Jade and Tasso18) have searched for

with the subsequent decays

(br 2.4 ±0.4%)
(6r 9.3 ±2.8%)

(br 4.6 ±1.3%)

Jad«,lasso

Tasso

Tasso

to tag the c quark. No particle Identification is used, but th assigned K mass uniquely tagga the
charm flavour (and the charge conjugate decays the c quark). The trick is to cut on the the low
Q value A=A/(D*+ -M(D°) =M(D°x+) -M(D°) = 145A/tfV. Due to the good resolution
in A and the hard £>" fragmentation function a cut on ZD* = Ep^/Ebeam > 0-5 selects an
almoat pure ample of c quarks with low background from B decays and other sourceg (~ 20%).
The obaerved angular distribuions are shown in Fig. 7. The reaults of the fitted asymmetriea
and the extracted axial vector couplings and liated in Table 6. They are compatible with the
Standard tneory.

30

= 34.5 GeV JADE

1.0 0.5 QO Q5

COSÖ

Figure 7. Angular distribution of D* production from Jade and Tasso.
Curves show the fita to the data.

Tasso hag used its Cherenkov counters to identify Ä"* mesons and aet limits on D°D°
mixing occuring via D*+ —* D°ir+ -+ K~ir^-x~ and D* —+ D X —* D x —» Ä ?r ff ^ .
Eight events of the first decay mode and none of the aecond reaction have been found. This
gives an upper limit on the probability that a D° transforms into a Z>° of 0.29 (90% c.l.).

4.3. Prompt leptons in heavy quark decays.

The prompt leptona from aemileptonic decaya of heavy quarks

6 —+ l~ ~V( X and

(l = c,p) provide a unique signature to identify the primary quark flavoura. Large background,
however, ariaes from cascade decays b —* cX —f 1+i/iX, u,d,s d«cayg, ̂  and K± decays and
punch through for n identification and overlapg of 7^7 and Dalitz decaya for e Identification.
They all tend to dilute the expected asymmetry and have to be well under control.

All f xperiments10) nse the transver« momrntum p± of th« final state lepton with r«sp*ct to
a conveniently chosen jet axi« (mostly thrust or sphericity); b quarks ar« supposed to produce a
harder p± specirum than c quarks. As a second dücrimination p&runeter serv« the total lepton

K)



momentum (Cello, Tasso), event shape variables like thrust (Mark J) or the transveraJet maaa
(Jade). As an example Fig. 8 shows the transverse muon momentum spectrum Pj_ of the Mark
J group. In Fig 8a it is compared with the properly nonnalised inclusive hadron spectnun of
Tas9o. There is aclear excess of muong around pj^ ~ 4 GcV3, indicative for the decay of a heavy
particlf with a mass of about 5 GcV. In Fig. 8b the relative contributions from c and b quark
deeays äs predicted by Mont« Carlo are shown äs well. They fix the semileptonic branching
ratlos. The pj_ spertnim is not very sensitive to the form of the fragmentation function, for

10

10'

OJ

O

* 10'

b?103

10'

105

(b) -

\s^ B+C-p

H1
Öl

0

Figur« 8. The p^ spectnun of inclusive
muons meaaured by Mark J. a) Compari-
son to the inclusive hadron spectnun from
Taaso. b) Comparison of the data with the
relative contributions from charm and bot-
tom decays from Monte Carlo calculations.

8 1O

whirh Ulf Peternon et al.30* typ« h »s been usfd. Adding hoth contribution« and the estimated
bark^round givfg a reasonable description of the data. At high p± > 1.2 GcV the majority of
leptons comes from B decays, whereas in the rliarm enriched region below pi < 1.2 GeV there
is a aizeable barkground from Üght quark derays.

The results for the fitted asymmetries after background corwction are 9ummaris«d in Tables
6 and 7 and comparrd to the lowest order GWS predirtion. Quark mass effects, whirh rednce the
expected asymnietries are riot taken into account. The combined datausing all channela from all
PETRA experiments yield A^ = —15.9±6.8^ for the charm quark and A^ — — 27.3±ö.4% for
the bottom quark. Despite the higher production rate the measured rharra quark asymmetry
is less significant due to Iow statistics in I)' tag^ing and more s«vere background problems
in the lepton s->ectmni. They are in good agreement with the Standard theory predirtion of

A^s — -14% and A?j?s = -27%. The present analyses, giving gcA ~ 0.57 ± 0.20 and
gbA = —0.50 ±0.12, can be conaidered äs a first stfp towards a determination of the axial vector
coupUngs of the heavy quarks. The d i f f i c u l t systematic uncertaintieg seem to be manageable,
but clearly much more data, to be expected soon at higher energies, are needed to get precise
values.

11



Table 6. Results on the charm quark asymmetry and the axial vector coupiing constant

Experiment Ji (GeV) Ac7 (%) gcÄ method

Jade
Tasso
Mark J
Tasao

combined

GWS theory

34.4
34.4
34.6
34.6

34.5

34.5

-27 ± 14
-13 ±10
-16 ±9
-3 ±20

-15.9 ±5.8

-14

0.85 ±0.60
0.45 ±0.35
0.6 ± 0.3
0.1 ± 0.7

0.57 ± 0.20

+0.50

D*
D'

c — * pi/X
c — * tvX

Table 7, Results on the bottom quark asymmetry and the axial vector coupiing constant

Experiment

Cello

Jade
Mark J
Tasso

combined

GWS theory

fi(GcV)

34

34.4
34.6
34.5

34.5

34.5

Atf (»)

-43 ±31
-38 ± 21

-26.2 ±8.2
-21 ±19
-18 ±23
-37 ±28

-27.3 ±6.4

-27

A
-0.8 ± 0.6
-0.7 ± 0.4

-0.50 ±0.15
-0.4 ± 0.4
-0.3 ± 0.4
-0.7 ±0.5

-0.50 ±0.12

-0.50

method

b-tpvX
b -+evX
b — * m/X
b — * nuX
b — >• iivX.
b^evX

The extracted semileptonic branching ratios of c and b quarks are compiled in Table 8.
They represent a mixture of charged and neutral meson decays, which are supposed to be
different, and still poorly known baryon decays. The electronic and muonic modes are the same
within errors. The results averaged over lepton flavours are br(c —+ I v X ) = 10.3 ± 1.4% and
br(b —* IvX) — 10.7±1.5%. They are in good agreement with recent measurements at PEP30' (
br(c -*lvX] =8.4±0.7%) and CESR21' ( br(b-+lvX) =11.7±0.6% ). Simple eonsiderations
based on the spectator model and acconnting for phase space and colour factors predict for heavy
quark weak decays, e.g. for the bottom quark, a semileptonic branching ratio into electrons or
muons of br(b —v IvX} - — 1 2 — 1 7 %. Non spectator contributions and QCD corrections are
expected to reduce this numbers to br(b —* IvX] ^--11 — 13 %.

Table 8. Semileptonic branching ratios for chann and bottom quark decays

Experiment br (c —* euX] br (c —+ pi/X) br (b —* euX] br (b -

Cello
Mark J
Tasso 8.4 ±2.6 ±4.0

12. 3 ±2.9 ±3.9
11.5 ±1.5 ±1.3

8.2 ±1.2 t?

14.1±5.8±3.0

11.9 ±4.9 ±4.0

8.8 ±3.4 ±3.5
10.5 ±1.5 ±1.3
11.7±2.8±1

combined 8.4 ± 4.8 10.5 ± 1.5 13.0 ± 4.5 10.6 ± 1.6

The data have also been used to search for events with two leptons, which may occur in
decays mediated by flavour changing neutral currents. From the absence of such events upper
limits (95% c.(.) can be derived for the b quark of 6r(6 ~* t*+f*~X) < 0.7% (Jade and Mark
J) and < 2% (Tasso) and for the c quark of br(c -* n+fi~X) < 0.7% (Tasso). Topless modeis
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predicting br(b —* p*p~X] ~ 2% are at variance with th* data, which favour the Standard
classifieation that the b quark ia a member of a weak isospin doublet. Thus, on the basis of this
data the top quark should exist.

5. Weak charg-ad currents in T decay l.

S.l. Topological branching ratlos.

Th« topological branching ratios of r dccays Bf «= br(r —+ i charged particles + neutrals)
with i — 1,3,6, have been »ubject to dramatic changes within the last two years, well beyond
the quoted errors. New data ar« available from Cello23' (^/V = 14 and 22 GeV) and Tasso33)
(^7 = 34.5 GeV, preliminary). Both groupg make extensive use of their particlc Identification
capabilitiea provided by liquid argon calorimeter«, electrotnagnetic shower counters and muon
chamber Systems. All decay rhanels with 1-1, 1-3, 3-3 and 1-5 charged final state topologieshave
been investigated except e+ e~ and f*+/*~ pairs. Involved matrix procedures to unfold the feed
through from various categories have been investigated. Decays into 5 charged particles were
not observed giving upper limits of .06 < 0.7% (95% c.l.) for both experiments. The topological
branching ratios of Cello, BI = (85.1 ± 1.9 ± 1.3)% and B3 = (14.7 ± 1.5 ± 1.3)%, and Tasso
B! = (83.9 ± 1.1 ± 2.2)% and Ba = (16.1 ± 1.1 ± 2.2)%, are compatible with each other and
confinn earlier results of Cello23) and Mark II34'.

5.3. Semihndronic branching ratlos.

In order to check whether the exclusive decays sum up to the observed topological branching
ratios the Cello group22' has contributed new results on semileptonic decays of the type

T~ —* x~ mt v ( n = l, 2, 3 )

r~ —*• x~ ir~ n* n^° v ( n = 0, l, )

T~ —* TT~ ff~ -x~ TT+ ?r+ v .

Final states with up to 5 photona with E^ > 100 MeV have been searched for. To fight thc
background from brems Strahlung, hadron interactions in th« calorimeter and overlaps, photons
were required to be separated by more thaii 8 in space from charged tracka. If 2 or 3 (4 or
5) photons were preaent at least l (2) 77 combinationfs) had to fit the TTO hypothesia. These
cleaning cuts reduce the overall efliciency to 37% for 2 charged prongs and 49% for multiprongs.
A complete effiri«nry mat.rix to handle the various feed throaghs has been built np with Monte
Carlo programs. Resonance fite like p± —*• 7T±7r° have been performed to disentangle nonresonant
contributions. Corrections for unidentified T —+ Kv and T —* K*v were taken from other
experiments34J. It is worth noting that the results are independent of any aasumption on the
QED T pair cross section.

A complete list of all r branching ratlos äs measured by the Cello collaboration comple-
mented with som recent results on K decaya26' are given in Table 9. First measurements of r
decays into 4 charged pions in two different charge conjugate modes are reported, ofFering a new
test of the CVC hypothesis. The Cello results on known channels agree with those obtained by
other experiments, however the numbers for Some decay modes have been improved consider-
ably. Note that the sum of all branching ratios now saturate within errors th* füll r width. This
is a big step forward in underatanding the properties of the T. The experimental data are in
very good agreement with the predictions for a sequential heavy lepton based on the Standard
V-A theory36* including the CVC (describing T decays into an even number of pions) and PCAC
(describing T decays into an odd number of piona) hypotheses.



Table 9. r branching ratios äs measured by Cello and Delco (K final »tätes)

decay mode meas. br (%) theory br (%)

tvv
pvv
pu
xir0u (non res.)
TTfff f 0 ^

Tr^JT^TT0^
KV

mv
irir°ir0v
xjrrinrv
Kv
Kn**v

18.3 ±2.4 ±1.9
17.6 ±2.6 ±2.1
22.1 ±1.9 ±1.6
17.6 ±2.6 ±2.1
6.2 ±2.3 ±1.7
3.0 ± 2.2 ±1^
9.9 ± 1.7 ±1.3
9.7 ± 2.0 ± 1.3
6.0 ±3.0 ±1.8

<0.9
0.59 ±0.18
1.71 ±0.29

18.3
17.9
22.3

small
6.6
1.1
10.8

< 18.7
"

0.9
0.5
1.5

E all 95.4 ±6.5 100

5.3. T lifetime.

The T lifetime measnirement is the best method to determine the r weak charged coupling
constant GT

r 19 '

It is related to the ß decay through

= {2.8 ± 0.2) -10~13 8&c .

A new measurement by the Tasso collaboration27' using the recently installed vertex detector
is available. The data were taken during an energy scan between y^7= 39.8 and 45.2 G«V, with
< yi" > = 42,5 GeV and an integrated luminosity of 10.2 p6~ l . Two methods with different
ayatematic uncertainties were investigated. The first method uses the 1-3 and 3-3 charged
track topologies and measures the distance between the interaction point and the 3-prong decay
vertex. The final sample consists of 50 3-track vertices. The second method measures the
distance between two vertices of an event with a 3-3 charged track topology. Due to th« small
statistics (7 events), however, this serves only äs cross check.

The vertex detector consists of a thin Be beam pipe (0.5% XQ] at a radius of 6.5 cm, two
sets of *ach 4 cylindrical drift chamher layer* at average radii of 9.1 rm and 13.9 cm operating
witK a 95% A / 5% CO3 gas mixtur« at 3 bar ( total of - 0.6% A"0) and an out*r mluminam

at a radius of 16.0 rrn (1.7% ATo). The Hrift Irngth varies bftween 3-fi and 4.5 mm and th*
rMohition afhiev«»d in the xy plane perpendicular to th« beam i» ffX9 = 90 — 100 /im.

Thf ^'^^tex chainber is foll<-»wed by a proportional chamber (oxv c* 500 um) mnd the central drift
(frxv E-: 180 um] mcasuring tbe trark length over 90 cm. Ail thre* d*tf ctor «lenwnts

usfd in three dimensional track and vertex fitting; the multiple scattering wan «ssum*d to
occur at a fixed radius arnund 16 cm with an avpr»*e acattering angle incremsed by 30%. The
relative alignmrnt of the vertex detector with respert tcuthe drift chunber in known to within
0.1 mrad in azimuth and 100 um in x and y.

The beam gpot was d«termined on a nm-by-run bans with at least 50 tr«cks from diFerent
events. The typical uncertainty in x and y was 150 um which had to be convolnted with the
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beun size of Az c=: 500 um and Ay c* 10 ^im äs given by the beamoptics. The constructed error
matricea including all correlations for track and vertex fittiug have been carefullly checket! with.
data and Monte Carlo. The decay length lsy projected into the xy plane, wh«re the resolution
is best, was measured. The total decay length l was then obtained by usuig the K romponent of
the momentum vector formed by the 3 track« frorn the r decay.

The error distribution of the decay length is shown in Figur« 9. H peaka around 1100 um
with & mean of 1400 um. A cnt at 2600 um removed badly reconstructed vertices. The decay
length difltribution of r decays is shown in Figur« 10. The center has a clear shift away from
z«ro, the mean being < i >= 1051 ± 270 um. It is not a Symmetrie distribution, reBecting the
exponential decay folded with a gausgian resolution function. The final analysis was carried out
using a maximum likeUhood method. The reault of the fit gives < l >= 1082 Jjei um äs best
estimate for th« T decay path. From the second method, measuring the distance between two
vertices in 3-3 topologies, a consistent result of < 1l >— 3200 +JJJJ um or < l >— 1600 +|oS um
has been obtained.

15

11;

01 0.2 03

Erroron decay distance, 0,(cm!

Figure 9. Error distribution of the d«cay distance for r -
tracks from Tasso.

Detailed investigations of systematic unccrtainties in poaition measurements, error matrix
computation, analysis procedures, etc. with data and Monte Carlo have been perfonned. Se-
lecting r like configurations witliin multihadron events l«ad to < / >= 54 ±120 um, compatible
with no bias. SimilaflyrMont« Carlo simulatlons with different decay lengtha reproduced the
input values. Various cross checks with the data set split in different time periods or geometrical
detector acceptances, smearing the chamber or vertex posiüons by 2 st. dev., - all trials left the
resultg unchanged within 10%. The overall systematic error contribiiting to the decay length
was estimated to be 190 um.
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Figur« 10. Decay distance distribotion f or r —* 3 charged tracks from
Tasso. Curve shows the best fit to the data.

After correcting for initial state photon radiation, on average ~ 7% losa in the mean r
energy, the result for the T lifetime is

T = ( 3.18 0.56 - 10~13

This result conHrms earlier measurementsl6>'38> at PEP. It ja in very good agreement with the
theoretical expectation of eq. (11) baged on /* - r universality. The charged weak coupling
constant of the tau, Gr, is within ~ 10% the same äs that of the muon

It ig a remarkable succes of T research that within less than a decade since its discovery al-
most all properties of the r have been unvealed and fit into the theoretical picture of a sequential
heavy lepton. The only piece missing is a dirtct observation of the T neutrino vr.
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